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The winter 2017 issue takes an indepth look at cliff effects—the experience of an abrupt drop in support when
families receiving assistance reach certain
income levels. We explore this topic through two companion pieces:
Randy Albelda and Michael Carr’s overview of cliff effects in Massachusetts and Stephanie Ettinger de Cuba’s examination of cliff effects
and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).
We also have two articles on paying for college. Anthony Poore offers
reasons why college savings accounts ought to—and do—receive support from policymakers on both sides of the aisle, and Sarah Savage
presents preliminary results of a pilot program to help community college students complete their degree by providing them with financial
coaching and guidance. In a Viewpoint piece, former Massachusetts
secretary of education Paul Reville continues the education theme,
sharing his thoughts on the direction that education reform needs to
take. And Melissa Kearney and Phillip Levine present sobering evidence that income inequality increases the likelihood of high school
incompletion among boys.
Douglas Hall looks at the employment and wage gap African American and Latino workers experience in Rhode Island and emphasizes
education as one part of the solution. Edison Reyes’s article on collaboration between financial institutions and workforce development
programs highlights another potential part of that solution. And Bithiah
Carter and Ange-Marie Hancock point out that race-based undervaluing of the wealth of people of color is a factor in the wealth gap.
Our “Mapping New England” feature examines credit card debt in the
New England states and reveals that delinquency rates are highest
in Rhode Island. Last but not least, at a time when immigration is a
fraught political issue, Carla Dickstein and her coauthors describe how
and why Maine is actively encouraging immigrants to settle there.
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